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Department flunks out plus/minus grades
By Anthony C. Pere,
Daily staff writer
Occupational therapy majors aren’t receiving
the same grades as other university students.
But its not lower intelligence levels among
occupational therapy students or a reflection of
the qualiiy. of mstruxtion in the department.
What the men’t receiving is plus or minus
symbols with their letter grades.
I.cla I towns, Occupational therapy Department chairwoman, said her department is simply
exercising an option to not use the plus or minus
grading system.
University policy, which went into effect fall
19144. states that a grading system would he used

in which plus and minus designations are computed into the overall grade point average. Pluses
and minuses add or detract .3 from the letter
grade.
The grading policy stirred sonic controversy
when California State Urlisersit officials said the
adoption had caused a slight dexline in students’
GPAs.
Much of the original eontrosersy which
stemmed primarily from dissatisfied students, has
subsided since the Academic Senate pushed the
policy through.
Llorens said her department’s professors
opted to abstain trout giving pluses or minuses because they felt it would he in the hest interests of

both their graduate and undergraduate students.
She said departments were given the option
to adopt the grading policy or not, and a decision
not to use pluses and minuses had to be unanimously agreed to by that department’s faculty.
William Gustafson. interim dean of the
School of Applied Arts and Sciences, said he
checked with the Academic Senate and was told
that departments could decide whether to use
pluses or minuses. with faculty approval.
Llorens said a vote was taken of faculty
members in February 1984 in anticipation of the
new grading policy.
"Our faculty unanimously agreed not to use
plus or minus because we have both graduate stu-

dents and undergraduate students taking the same
courses in our department." she said
In the department, graduate students need to
maintain a 3.0 Gl’A while undergraduates need
only a 211 GPA to be in good standing w ith the
university
1.1orens said she felt the plus or minus grading system would have an impact on that.
I eon Donis,, associate academic vice-president in charge 4,1 undergraduate studies, said that
individual instructors Moe "an absolute right to
assign grades and no one can change those
grades."
’My understanding in occupational therapy.
is that the department has adopted some unofficial

grading guidelines,’’ I /tiros, said. ’’those
guidelines suggest that in many of their courses
the assignment of a plus or minus would not he
appropriate.
"In this case, a relatively small department
has a consensus aiming its faculty that it’s not
using pluses or minuses tin gradingt.’’
Dan Buerger, executive assistant to the president, said that the decision ot the Occupational
Therapy lkpartment to not else pluses or minuses
is not a violation ot unisersity policy but is an
exercise of the instructors’ "philosophy. of grading’ and confOrms to policy
An entire school could opt against issuing
See GRADES. page 6

Oregon Ducks waddle away with 21-14 win
Record crowd sees
Spartans fumble game
By Paul Neatly
Daily staff writer
the Spartans unveiled their new defense Saturday night,
one that defensive coordinator Sam Gruncisen had so slyly
asoided talking about in the weeks leading up to the opener
against Oregon And what a &tense it was
But early in the fourth quarter. SJSt punter loin Diehl
couldn’t handle a snap deep in his own ’crowns the Ducks
pounced on the ball in the end none for the go-ahead touchdown and slipped away with a 21-14 victory betore 23.115 disappointed fans at Spartan Stadium.
It was the second-largest crowd in the stadium’s history . a
promising beginning tor the athletics department. which is
counting urn increased attendance to help offset budgetary
woes
With 12:42 remaining in the fourth quarter and SJSU
holding on to a 14-13 lead. Diehl dropped back to his own five
punt. The snap from David Dian -Infante
substituting for
:,. injured Bill Lehman on king snaps - was low, and it car. inied off Diehl and into the end none.
A wild scramble ensued and when the dust had cleared.
Oregon safety Anthony Newman came up with the ball and the
deciding touchdown
"It hit me on the foot." an ohs musty rattled Diehl said,
pointing to his lett toot
’ You hate to lose a game on a fluke play like this." head
coach Claude Gilbert said.
Such sentiments were nun shared in the opposing locker
room.
See F(K)T1141.1.. page 3

Tailgaters sound off
at football opener
By Sue Kiyabu
Daily staff writer
There couldn’t have heen too many horns left in San Jose
stores Saturday night
Bellowing blue and guild noisemakers were common
among the 23.115 tans at the opening game Spartan Stadium’s
adjacent lots were tilled with fans honking, blowing and tooting before the game at tailgate parties

Kenneth K Lam - Daily staff photographer
Oregon’s Jeff Stefanick, 63, and Spartan Mark
Dean. 74, watch as SJSU’s Ryan Rasnick puts

Duck tailback James Harper to the ground. The
second-largest crowd in Spartan Stadium history

Energy facility added
to heat Rec Center pool
By Brian Fedrow
Daily staff writer
Ground -breaking ceremonies for
the ’WI: Center are scheduled for next
month and included in construction plans
is a $315,000 co-generation unit.
The unit will be used primarily to
heat the Student Union Recreation and
Events Center swimming pool and showers. said Ron Barrett. Union director.
The co-generation unit also will
provide electricity to the main Rex: Center facility so that less energy will have
to be purchased from Pacific Gas &
Electric, Barrett said.
The swimming pool and co-generation unit will be located adjacent to the
dining commons on Eighth Street.
Questions about the co-generation
unit were raised last semester by Paul
Sonncman. former Associated Students
representative on the Union board of directors.
According to Barrett. Sonneman
never followed up on concerns that the
unit’s noise level would be a problem for
dorm residents and that it should be

moved to an area away from student
housing.

Can a street
suffer from an
identity crisis?

"Of course we won’t really know
until it is actually put in. but we’re not
really worried about it," Barrett said. A
trip to a public pool in Vallejo to examine a similarly designed unit convinced
Barrett and SJSU energy management
specialist Vi San Juan that noise

By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
When is a street not a street’?
When it’s a pasco.
That’s the opinion of Floyd Ger.
director of San Jose’s Neighborhood
Maintenance department, as he interprets
a section of the city’s municipal code.
It’s up to Gicr to decide whether the
120 trees of Paseo de San Antonio are of
the street variety.
Street trees, according to city ordinance. come under the jurisdiction of
Neighborhood Maintenance, and cannot
be removed unless specific criteria are
met.
The Downtown Redevelopment
Agency wants to remove all the trees to
make way for new construction, but new
construction is not included in the criteria for removal.
A group that wants to save the trees.
formed by two SJSLI biology professors.
maintains that Paseo de San Antonio is
indeed a street. therefore the trees have
the legal right to remain.
SO it boils down to the question: Is

See ENERGY, page 6

See PASEO, page 6

Sonneman. whose term as A.S. executive assistant expired in May. could
not be reached for comment Friday.
Willie Brown, director of University Housing Services, said he isn’t worried about possible noise problems.
"I’m more concerned about the
possible noise from the pile -drivers and
machinery used to build the pool than
about the co-gen unit," Brown said.
Barrett said an alternate location
would have been impossible. "It can’t
be located anywhere else and still he efficient to the pool." Barrett said. He also
said the noise factor should be minimal
since the co-generation unit will bc completely enclosed.

watched the Ducks nip the Spartans 21-14 Saturday night at SJSU’s football opener.

Music blared from car stereos and the smell 4,1 burning
charcoal permeated the nearby parking lots. Alumni, students
and football fans tossed the pigskin, picnicked on the grass or
hoods ot their cars and consumed beverages.
Saturday marked the end of dry rush hit. the Greeks and it
was evident to the tailgatcrs.
See FANS, page 6

Silicon Valley story on display
at new high-technology center
By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
Thirty years ago. sleepy Santa
Clara Valley cared more about potato
chips than microchips.
With the opening of the Silicon
Valley Information Center, another
step has been taken to vault the area
into the forefront of technology.
The center opened while 21111 digincluding San Jose Mayor
nitaries
Tom McEnery. media representatives,
corporate officials, and friends looked
on in the San Jose Main Public Library
on Thursday.
The center, located on the third
floor, has an interesting mix of catalogs. maganines and displays that tell
how the valley emerged and evolved
into a multi -billion -dollar industry.
McEnery said the center can be of
great use to SJSU students, particularly those interested in technology.
’The center is a great resource
center for students, especially dyne in
engineering.’’ he said. "It is one ether
way to chronicle the start of the corn -

The center is a great
resource center for
students . . . It is
one other way to
chronicle the start of
the computer industry
in the valley.’
Tom McEnery
San Jose mayor
miter industry in the valley."
McEnery said the center is a big
part of downtown redevelopernent. He
said SJSU should he a big part of that.
"I think it’s a way to knit SJSU
together with the whole community.
since the center is only a short throw
from the college ’
An example of the technological
feats that have been accomplished sits
transparent IBM
a
in the center
331101) Head Disk Assembly.

The S \ I C is a big boon to
the university. Project Director Mike
Ferrero said "A lot of this information doesn’t come easily."
The center has more than 100 inforniational catalogs from companies
in the valley, along with about 40 trade
maganine subscriptions and periodicals.
"Ilse S.V.I.C. project has been
preparing for the opening for a year
and a half. It has received- 5900.000
from federal and local governments,
private industry. institutions. organirations and individuals. The project is
the first large concentration of sersi....
and materials chronicling the birth and
development of Silicon Valley. Ferrero said.
McEnery and artist Jeri Yasukawa officially turned on a big, bright blue neon sign with the center’s name
at its entrance
The center’s regular hour: are
Monday and Tuesday, noon to 9 p.m.
and Wednesday through Saturday
from 9 a.m. tuifipm.
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Editorial

Parking problem not getting better

It
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park mg continues to be an ongoing issue this semester, as students clamor to claim their space -- beeping, humping and cursing. And relief is nowhere in
sight
Construction of the Student Union Recreation and
%ems t. ’enter and the demolition and remodeling of the
engineering building is going to worsen the parking
crunch. Parking lots on Eighth and San Carlos streets.
Seventh and San Carlos streets, and between Seventh
Street and the Health Center will all be sacrificed for the
Rec Center.
The engineering project will do away with parking
spaces on Seventh Street between Clark Library and San
Carlos. On top of this, faculty and disabled parking will
be relocated to the three parking garages. making it even
tougher for students to locate a space anywhere near
campus.
There are 25.000 students attending SJSU. After
the loss of these parking kits there will less than 1,000
parking spaces per 5.01.X1 students.
After construction begins, available parking will be
more scarce, so students will be complaining as never
before. With the exception of disabled students, daily
student battles will he fiercer than ever.
Parking permits issued to SJSU faculty give them
priority to about 150 spaces. These spaces are filled by
faculty on the same first -come -first -serve basis as all

other parking around canipii.
If these permits were reoked, the faculty would
then be complaining to administration just as loudly as
students are about the lack of parking. They would have
to fight it out with students for the same limited spaces.
The loss of more than fiK) parking slots will be a severe blow to students. The administration does not seem
to be overly concerned about this very important problem.
Henry Orbach. Traffic and parking operations manager, said that if the permits were no longer available to
the faculty employees. " . . there would be no teachers. so there would be no classes."
We agree. But we also feel if the faculty had to
share the same parking miseries that SJSU students do,
the collective scream would force the administration into
recognizing the severity of the problem.
Parking at SJSU will never be a dead-end issue, but
a reasonable solution is to work together, and to realize
that everybody is irritated and tired of the problem.
Faculty members need their own parking spaces
precisely because they should be in the classrooms teaching instead of looking for a place to park. We wonder
what the administration would do if one day half the
classes scheduled were canceled because teachers
couldn’t find a parking space.
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Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters to the editor.
Bring them to the Spartan Daily office, Dwight Besttel
Room 208, or the Student Union Information
Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’ s name, major, class
standing and phone number.

Support for youths may decrease number of suicides
courage is not to die hut it, hi,
Often rhe
Conte Vittorio Alfieri (1749-18031
Unfintunatels tor society. many adolescents can’t pass the
test. Then: is no chance to advance to the next square on the
board game called "Real life,’’ nor is there consolation for
those lett behind.
All that remains when youths deride they can’t cope with
living is the question: Why?
For the families and friends of adolescents who take their
fort for the tremendous loss expelives, answers offer little
rienced.
For sociologists, psychologists and others who moire the
human condition, the question of why youths commit suicide
gives way to another equally important query: What can he
done to present suicides among adolescents’?
As a society . we must take the initiative and institute steps
to identity youths who are most likely to commit suicide and
offer support and counseling tor youths and families
Where such help is not available, programs must be ininated. Schools are the most obvious place to start, and faculty
must be taught to recognile the signs of a youth in trouble.
The number of adolescents, nationally. who take their
lives each year is between 4.000 and 5.000, while in Santa
Clara County between II to I 5 adolescents commit suicide
each year, according to Meg Paris. program director Mr the
Suicide and Crisis Center of Santa Clara County
ners may tend to shy away
However, since attending
from attributing the cause of adolescent deaths to suicide, those

Anthony C.
Perez
numbers may not be a true indication ot the problem’s scope.
Sociologists and psy,.hologists said the number id teen dies is
significantly greater than the national average
Many elements, research has shown, may be involved in a
youth’s decision to commit suicide. Among these are peer pressure, parental pressure to excel at home and in school, concern
over the breakup of the family, drug and alcohol abuse and
confusion over sexual identity.
Parents, teachers and friends should note behavioral
changes in young people. Signs til anger, irritability and with draw -al from normal habits shouldn’t be readily dismissed.
since they may be indicators of- more serious problems
Other signs to look for are overt sadness, changes in eat ing or sleeping habits and an unusual preoccupation with death.

Studies done by adolescent development ageikies have
produced data which show an imbalance between the amount
of stress youths have to deal with and the amount of support
available to help cope with the
To counter this. communities have taken steps to ensure
that help exists for those who need it.
Programs aimed at convincing youths to "choose life"
have sprung up all around the country, especially in areas
where there have been a rash of adolescent suicides.
This phenomenon. which some psychologists call "cluster" suicide, also lays claim to the theory that suicide among
adolescents may he contagious. The rush of cluster suicides
around the country would seem to lend credibility to this theory.
Researchers know very little about cluster suicides, but
they speculate that they may be merely coincidences. but other
suicides may be committed with the intention of capturing the
outpouring of sympathy an earlier suicide created.
Research also shows that the number of teen suicides can
drop in areas where students. teachers, parents and community
leaders have banded together to create a support network for
those who need help in dealing with the stress of living.
In order to become a more responsible society, we must
take steps to maintain the future of our youths. We are obligated to identify those in need of help and then give them the
support and help they require.
We have an obligation to them and we have to show it by
saying "Yes, we care and we can help you."

Boxing needs safety reforms but not total elimination
the sport ot hosing has taken quite a bit of punishment.
lllll c antilvoing activists e%en calling for its elimination
altogether Plat would be unfortunate. SJSU at one time of
fere() many boxing classes in progressing stages.
Boxing may be violence to some. but to others it’s an an
form that paints a new picture each time the artists step onto the
canvas
this is not to ignore the atrocities and horror stones ass,
elated with the world’s oldest sport. South Korean boxer Duk
Koo Kim, died from injuries sustained in a bout with Ray
"Room Room" Mancini. The celebrated case gave boxing op
ponents additional incentive to fight for their cause.
Other examples of the brutality and cruelty that boxing inflicts include Muhammad Ali, whose brain, some claim, floats
more like a rock than a butterfly. and Sugar Ray Leonard.
whose detached retina forced him into an early retirement.
There is another aspect to the sport of boxing that is often
brought up - that it is a comtpt, dishonest business that draws
in the underworld. Rumors of fixed fights permeate out of the
sweat -idled hole -in -the -wall gyms.
The outrageous sums fame title fights command make
people wonder just what is going on with the sport. Who puts
up the money? Is the money legitimate or is this another way of
laundering money obtained from organired crime? Why are
payoffs so disproportionate? One fight can make one boxer set
for lite, other boxers can’t even pay rent.

Oscar
Guerra
A‘GaiP1
I he I laglers. I collards m1,1 Holineses
all get imillions
of dollars per fight, while everybody else gets not much more
than meal money. Thc pay disparities have much to be desired.
A basic flaw in honing is the absence of a union to snuxith out
the unfair and unequal payoffs.
What an emotional shuttle ride it must be for a primfighter, going from nowhere. to everywhere, and back again.
There are many negatives connected to boxing, but what
can be done to correct its inherent drawbacks’?
Despite the negatives, boxing attracts many individuals
who have an enormous amount of heart and integrity.
And then there is always that gnawing fear fear that the
worst can happen with every punch. Keep that guard up. no
matter what, like gladiators, they enter the ring, not knowing

ton sure it they will walk out again In a split second, their uses
can be changed for better or worse. Don’t they care about their
life and their loved ones, who cry and say a silent prayer for
them every time the boxers climb into the ring.
Many people involved in boxing don’t get into it to make
money, they do it to teach themselves or others strength. stamina and health. There is a discipline that, if followed, can vitalin and rejuvenate. Injuries can be minimved by taking a
few precautions, namely headgear
which is used in SJSU’s
beginning boxing class and thumbless gloves. The headgear
chances
of
head
injuries.
With its use, it’s algreatly reduces
most impossible for gloves to make direct contact with the
eyes. cars and chin. Pic biggest danger in professional bouts is
probably the lack of headgear.
On campus, there is such a dedicated individual teaching
the beginning boxing class, and it’s a shame the number of sections offered have dropped to one. Julie Menender once taught
intermediate and advanced boxing classes because interest was
so high. He has lent his expertise, which includes coaching the
19b0 Olympic Boxing Trials, in which Ali participated.
Menende7’s class teaches basic boxing techniques. The
point is. boxing has flaws some pretty had ones but it can
be a rich, healthy, safe yes, safe and rewarding experience, not to mention a whole lot of fun. The corruption in the
fight business is but a small percentage of the sport. It does
need reforms to give it the respectability it deserves

Letter
Tower List outdated
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The following is an open letter
Sum the editors of the Tower List, sent
in care of (he Spartan Daily:
Editor,
If I were a student, I would certainly have doubts about taking a
course with Prof. Regan after reading your evaluation of him. Rut then
I would not know that the specific
criticism (e.g. students unexpectedly having to work for a Folk Festival on campus) dates hack nine semesters to 1982.
By retaining the complaint in
print so long, you suggest that the
professor is too dumb Incorrect such
an error so obvious in retrospect.
Said professor now cordially
invites you to poll the students in his
classes this semester.
How true is this predicament of
other professors? How relevant and
useful for students is the Tower
I .ist?
Prof. Arthur Regan
English Department

In Quintessence
Craig
Quintana

Boisterous voices
Much like a swarm of locusts, fall semester is the
time when parasites invade the university. This
annual occurrence signals impending doom on
all who venture too close.
Pseudo-intellectuals. Scum of the earth.
After being cooped up for the summer plaguing
no one in particular but themselves and anyone within
earshot X ravenous horde invades SJSU classrooms in
eager anticipation ofSharing its new-found "knowledge.’
with everyone, whether they want to listen or not, Just
aching to expound (pseudies can’t just speak I at length,
pure desire flashing across their faces.
.[he creatures’ favorite habitat seems to be liberal
arts classes (they’re partial to English). but no doubt all
academic disciplines have been afflicted to some degree.
Going to class is a painful experience when they arc
around.
It’s fortunate that most of the authors studied in literature classes are long dead because they wouldn’t appreciate the battering being done to their Notwk, l’seudies
like to "read imo" an author’s efforts, mind and is
nothing sacred sex life, should it he deemed fitting for
the occasion.
They are consummate artists in finding something
for nothing.
Given just a modicum of motivation, a gifted pseudy
can explain the theory of relativity. UFOs and the nature
of man by reading between the lines of a Dick and Jane
hook. Warning: Dr. Seuss should not he attempted by
anything less than a fully -accomplished pseudy, lest
nothing profiiund be found.
Actually, that’s not fair no hidden meaning can
escape pseudies because if none’s available, they’ll make
one up. In this respect. they operate under the same
guidelines as the Meese porn commission.
Pseudies blabber endlessly, boldly spinning their
wheels
and yours for hours on end while gobbling
up class time.
Here arc some telltale signs that signal the ominous
beginnings of a pseudy tirade:
Often, a discussion will begin with the memorable
line, "maybe this is far-fetched . . or "this might bc a
reach . . It is. Paul Bunyan should reach so high.
Beware of the use of elastic qualifiers such as
"might," "maybe" or "could." The practiced pseudy
utters these with perfect assurance, knowing they give
complete license to display their crackpot theories.
A willingness to tell you "what the author really
meant to say." as if he didn’t know when it was written.
Whole books, poems and stories that the writers labored over for hours, weeks and years) have been rewritten under pseudy scrutiny. And everything is fair game.
The book has yet to he written that a pseudy can’t discern
the "real." "greater" or "unspoken" meaning of.
But the authors actually get off light: classmates
have it worse. If being analred by a pseudy is the second-worst fate known to man. being stuck in a class is the
worst. Being stuck with two doubles the agony. It’s not
pretty if three of more pscudics invade the confines of an
unsuspecting class.
Sometimes pscudics run in packs. They can sense a
lecture class in the schedule and decend on it without hesitation. If not expounding on their own, pscudics nod in
knowing agreement as another of their kind pops off.
The only thing worse than having a pseudy in class,
is having an instructor that likes having one. A judicious
professor will listen to pseudy dribble for only the minimum amount of time dictated by common courtesy before dismissing it, albeit gently, as bull. There arc some,
however. who’ll listen intently to each syllabic, actually
waiting to hear the inspired interpretation. This, by any
rational measure, is hell.
And there’s no way to shut -a pseudy up. Once one of
them sets about the task of expounding, in army couldn’t
deter him from the just and holy crusade. If this happens,
prayer is in order. Ear plugs are good too.
The only way to guarantee stemming a pseudy attack is to speak up. This obviously presents problems for
the large group of students who passively sit in class
while the pscudies nun amok. Taking the floor hits them
where they live because pscudics exist to hear their own
voices.
So speak up. You know they will.
Craig Quintana is an assistant city editor. In
Quintessence appears every Monday.
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Oregon escapes
with narrow win
FOOTBALL from page
We were fortunate." Oregon head
coach Rich Brooks said. "Hut I’ll take
it. Hell, I’ve lost some like that."
The miscue negated a superb effort
by the Spartan defense.
SJSU virtually eliminated any trace
of an Oregon running game (83 yards in
44 attempts) and frequently neutralited
quanerback Chris Miller by flushing him
out ot the pocket.
’They took our running game away
from us." Brooks said. "We couldn’t
keep them honest, and they could pin our
ears back and come at us."
Miller completed 20 of 33 passes
for 213 yards and one touchdown, but
the Spartans’ high-pressure defense took
aw.o the big play, often forcing him to
run tor his life.
In last year’s 35-13 victory over the
Spartans. Miller completed 16 of 24
passes tor 244 yards, including touchdirssii strikes 445 and 54 yards.
.1 his time Miller’s longest pass covered 27 .)ards, as he made extensive use
of quick -outs to his wide receivers.
hey did a great job," Miller said
of the Spartan defense. "We didn’t get
to them very much."
"1 was very pleased with our defense." Gilbert said. "They played very
well against a great quarterback."
’Die new defense, a version of the
Chicago Bears’ "46" defense, puts presic .in the offense, but it also places an
hurden on the defensive backs.
’You always worry," Gilbert said.
c (elt we could get pressure on
( Miller) and we did. I think our OB’s
(defensive backs) did a good job on their
receivers."
Spartan cornerback John King concurred.
"We were going man-to-man threequarters of the time," he said. "I was
having no problems with their receivers.’’
last year, the Spartans had plenty
of problems with receivers and everybody else on the Duck offense.
"Defensively, it’s like night and
day from last year," linebacker Sam
Kennedy said. "I think (opponents)
really respect us now."
I eading the way defensively Satur-
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day night was linebacker Yepi Paw,
who recorded two of the Spartans’ three
quarterback sacks and had two additional
tackles for losses.
An especially impressive defensive
sequence occurred just before halftime.
Oregon led 10-7 and was driving toward the goal.
On first-and-10 from the Spartan
16, l’auu stopped Oregon tailback Latin
Berry for a 2-yard loss.
On second down, l’auu perfectly
read a screen to Berry on the right side
and stuffed him for a 3 -yard loss. Berry
lay on the ground for a couple of minutes
before being helped off the field.
On third down, Oregon receiverJ.J.
Birden beat King on a route to the left
flag.
"I was working man (defense),"
King said. "He gave me a post fake.
really had to get cm my horse."
As the ball sailed toward Birden,
King dove and knocked the ball away.
saving a touchdown. Oregon had to settle for 38 -yard field goal from Matt MacLeod and headed into halftime leading
13-7.
In the first half. Oregon jumped out
in front when Miller rolled right and
found tight end Bobby Detlisschop open
in the front of the end tone for a 5 -yard
Wore.

SJSU evened it up with a 44-yard
drive. Running back Kenny Jackson,
who finished with 82 yards on 18 carries,
rushed twice for 17 yards to get things
started as the first quarter ended.
Quarterback Mike l’eret then found
wide receiver Laic) Malauulu for Iii
yards and hit pay dirt when he lobbed a
pass to tight end Jim Carter for the score
Perez, making his first major col
lege start, dueled evenly with the
heralded Miller as he completed 20 of 3s
passes for 236 yards and two touch
downs. He was also intercepted twice.
Pere?, who wasn’t sacked and Mac
rarely hurried, gave credit to his often
sive line.
"Our offensive line is great. We
have a bunch of winners on the line." he
said.
With four minutes gone in the third
period, Jackson ran wide left and raced
33 yards down the sideline to the Oregon
36.
But three plays later, the Spartans
found themselves in a fourth-and -10 situation. Gilbert elected to go, and Pere,
found tight end Corte? Thomas open
over the middle for IS yards.
Three plays later, Perec threw a 6yard touchdown pas, to reserve running
back Randy Walker, who had come out
of the backfield.
Sergio Olivaret’s extra point was
good, and the Spartans led, 14-13, with
8:02 left in the third quarter.
The lead held up until the ill-fated
fumbled snap in the fourth quarter
"It wasn’t that bad 1)1 a loss. Jusi
little mistakes hurt us,’ Jackson said.
"We have to shake (the loss) off,"
l’eret said. "We can’t let one loss write
off the whole season.

Fricke -Parks Press

CAMPUS
REPS

Postmaster Please send all address corrections to Spartan Daily. San lose State University. One Washington Square. San Jose,
L’A 95192

As a campus rep you’ll be
responsible for placing
advertising materials on bulletin
boards and working on
marketing programs for clients
such as American Express. the
Navy. CBS and campus
recruiters. Part- time work.
choose your own hours. No
sales. Many of our reps stay
with us long after graduation_ If
you are self.motivated and a bit
of an entrepreneur, call or write
for more information to:
1-800-221-5542 (Central Time).
American Passage Network,
6211 W. Howard Street,
Chicago, 11 60648.
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Nursing Students:
What is the difference
between Sally, Sandra
and Stanley?
A Stanley heads the world’s leading
test preparation organization, prepay
ing students for over 46 years.
B. Standly offers audio tape lesson
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over 125 U.S centers
C. Stanley’s course has ten 4-hour
lessons Instead of five indigestible 8.
hour lessons
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Spartan linebacker Barry Kidney looks on as the hall glances off the hands of Oregon tight end Bobby Dellisschop during SJSIT’s 21-14 loss
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Introducing Cash Advantage
the new low-cost checking account that lets you write
an unlimited number of our specially-designed
"Sand Dollar" checks for just $2.50 a month.
Combine it with our AnyTime Banker’ card and you
have access to ycur money 24 hours a IN 7 days a week, at most
of our 66 automatic teller machines. And there’s never a
transaction chuge.
You’ll also be able to use the more than 3,000 Star System..
Automatic Teller Machines wherever you travel throughout the West
for just a small fee.
It’s easy to open a Cash Advantage account. All it takes is
$50. There’s never a minimum balance to maintain, and you
never have to worry about misplacing your processed checks. Our
Check Safekeeping service keeps them safely recorded at the bank.
Why shell out more than $2.50 a month for a checking
account? Come into the nearest Bank of the West’ office today and
open a new Cash Advantage checking account for )ourself.
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Student Health Service provides
care at a price that doesn’t hurt
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
Health care costs can lx’ a headache to a student budget.
But the Student Health Service, at Ninth and Fast San
Carlos streets: pros ides it variety of services at prices lower
than Ours.: .harged by a private doctor or clinic. Most basic
services are at no direct cost to the student, said Health Educator Oscar Battle
He said the center is one of the services the university provides out of students basic registration tees so they can focus
attention on academic goals rather than on other worries.
" A healthy body, a healthy nund is certainly an integral
part of learning.’ he said
Students can see a health service physician or nurse practitioner tor diagnosis and treatment of any illness or miury during the academic year.
As king its a student is regularly enrolled, there is no limn
on how often the service can be used or a minimum ci,ui cc unit
requirement, he said.
Continuing Education students can use the sers ice kir a
$15 first-visit fee and $3 fie any recheck on the same illness.
Faculty and staff can be treated in an emergency, he said. Relatives are ineligible for treatment.
Other health-care needs such as physical examinations.
minium/anons and allergy treatment are as ailable at lower than
market rates.
Physical therapy and X-ray services are available at no
cost when ordered in connection with an illness or injury visit,
he said Ihere is no charge for birth control or pregnancy counseling
Pharmaceuticals are available to students at the health
service’s cost. he said, ranging from a minimum of SI to a
nIximuiri sit $ 10. Most prescriptions cost under $7.
Battle said the health service operates on a budget of more
than $1 million per year. It employs eight physicians, three
nurse practitioners and specialists in dermatology, gynecology,
urplogy. podiatry’ and orthopedics.
The health service can take as many as 220 patients in a
stogie day, he said. It is open Kant. to 5 p.m. weekdays, with
emergency care provided from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m., except
after 5 p.m. on Friday.
Students can make an appointment to receive cam, or they

’A healthy body, a healthy mind is
certainly an integral part of
learning.’
Oscar Battle,
SJSU health educator
can use the service on a walk-in basis. They can also choose
their own doctor or nurse practitioner, Battle said.
Rattle cautioned that the health service is not able to provide complete care and that students should make arrangements
to meet expenses for more critical medical expenses and for
emergencies when the health service is closed.
"It’s critical that every student me campus has health insurance," he said, stressing the need for supplementary health
coverage.
In particular, foreign students who do not have insurance
pros isled by their home countries or policies of their own ma s
find it difficult to receive hospital treatment, he said. Other .,
dents may he able to find care in an accident or if they need s,
gery, but may have to pay for it eventually.
Hospitalintion can rapidly deplete j student’s savings, he
said.
Battle said it is the middle -range students -- those not
covered by a company insurance plan or public medical assistance often lack adequate health coverage.
Student health insurance is available through the Associated Students, he said, or students can elect to join a pro ate
plan.
Battle said the health service also provides preventive
health programs.
Sessions this semester include workshops in skin health,
the hatards of smoking and chewing tobacco. women’s health
and cancer prevention and nutrition.
For further information on the health services call 2773329. For information on the student health policies, call the
A .S Business Office at 277-2731.

Advertising club receives ’best chapter’ award
BY Edward Rellerive
Daily staff writer
An SJSU advertising club has received the WM A International "Best
Student Chapter AN ad.’ for 19115-86.
Six other groups including Michigan State Unisersiis were competing for
the award.
Dave Olson. chapter president. said
S:ISI. I is one of the few universities in the
nation that offers a BA. in advertising.
That, plus being in Silicon Valley.
the reason a chapter of the Business
lholessionals Advertising Association
exists at SJSU,
l’he club. founded in the spring of
with three members, now has 77
registered members and is ranked third
nations% isle for membership

IF YOUR BOOKSTORE DOESN’T
CARRY SHARP CALCULATORS,
CALL AND COMPLAIN.

Several t.i, l’is contributed to the
asvard. Included were a membership
drive, monthly newsletters, a direct mail
campaign, a T-shirt promotion and a
speakers program. Olson said.
’Me award, a white banner with red
and black lettenng. was presented by
Ronald I.. Coleman. managing director
of li/PAA International at its 64th Annual Convention held during the summiler.

The campus group is active with the
Northern California professional chapter
to enable students to meet professionals
in the field. A monthly speaker’s luncheon is held at the Marriott Hotel in
Santa Clara which student members can
attend for $5. Professional members pay
$15 to attend.

This semester’s program includes
six speaker forums, two tailgate patties
and a tentative field trip.
The first forum will be Sept. 10 in
the Student Union Ballroom and will feature a panel of Northern California
FliPA A representatives.
One of the tailgate parties is set, and
the second is still tentative. Club members plan to attend the Sept. 20 SJSU
Spartan fixaball game against the Cardinal at Stanford.
SJSU is one of 31 institutions nit
tionally with an accredited advertisiiir
program, according to Prof. Marshall I
Raines, coordinator of the ads eri
degree progam.

Sharp calculators are designed to be
first in their class.
Our EL-533 financial calculator
for example, has twenty memories compared to just five for the
competition. So it lets you do
complex calculations like discounted cash flow
analysis.
For those who
prefer lab coats to
pinstripes, there’s
our
EL-506A scien. Wiaftilipar
tific calculator. With
its 10-digit display,
4o/1V direct formula entry
404.8.74 and 93 scientific functions, it makes perZ7
forming even the most
difficult calculations easy as pi.
And because it’s sleek, slim and
stylish, you’ll never look out of
step as science marches on.
The fact is, Sharp makes all
kinds of ingenious little calculators that can help get you
through college. And help you
pay for it.
Because unlike college...
they’re surprisingly affordable.
Calculators Audio kV Equipment Banking
Systems Broadcast Cameras Cash Registers
Computers and Petit:there, CopierS Electronic
Components F ectrunic Typewriters Fac.rnile
Medicai Products Microwave Ovens Televisions
Vacuum Corners Video Recorders C 1986 Sharp
Electronics Corporation SharpPlata Mahwah New
Jon’.,’, Ci ’410

FR1)114 SHARP MINI6
(X)ME SHARP PRODUCT’S

CAMPUS
MEE FOR ALL
It’s wild.
Sears Savings Bank has just freed student checkbooks.
With Intelli-Checking.
There’s no minimum balance requirement Or per-check
charge. And we’ve made it easy to qualify for a $100 line of
credit. (So you can start establishing your own credit history.)
We’ll start you out with your initial order of standard
checks, free. And we’ll store your checks for you, too.
Of course if you need money quick, you’ll have instant
access to our brand new on-campus automated teller, the

"Easy Money Machine!’ It’ll keep you in cash 24 hours a day,
365 days a year.
So stop by our booth in front of the Spartan Bookshop
between August 25 and 29. Or come to our nearby branch,
(285 South First Street, 298-1300),
M
A rnemberol the
Sears Fonancgal NetworkIll
and open your Intelli-Checking
account. And join in the free-for-all
_

SEARS

ATM laved across the street from
the Student Union.

"

BANK

All the value you’ve come to expect, now where you need it most
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Douglas Pike, a leading authority on Vietnamese (’ommunism, will present a lecture entitled, ’U.S.A.-Vietnam Relations: Past. Present and Probable Future,- at 7 p.m. today in
the Instructional Resources Center, Room 302. For more information, contact James M. Freeman at 277-2533.
The Community Committee for International Students is
sponsoring "Conversation -in-English -Groups.- The program
will allow students to improve their English skills. Sessions
begin today in the administration building. Room 222-1. For
more information. contact the International Center at 2773690.
The SJSU Student Teachers Association will have its first
meeting this semester at 3 p.m. today in the Student Union
Costanoan Room. For more information contact Lou Hammerman at 287-1069.

Berke Breathed..

Bloom County
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Persons interested in joining the SJSU Swim Club are
asked to leave their name and phone number at the Student Activities Office. lion *34. For more intomiation. contact Mary
at 779-4335.
Hal Thilmony will speak about financial careers at 5 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden Room. For more information, contact Joe Itelarde at 262-4741.

igioffit

,

IWO

Pig

ME.FET will hold its first general meeting at 2 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden Room. For more intorna.
tion, contact Yen at 292-3197.

Manuel Ruiz

The Real World
Dry Toast

Peter Stein

you keE .TNEs.s.6
Th Numegit DUE CAUSE
OF DEA Tel 4 kite< FATAL.
cAsokriEs 13 31415, Couerrer

The SJSU Amateur Radio Club will hold a club meeting at
today in the engineering building. Room 333. For more
information. contact Allen lieu at (415)344-6122.

6 p.m,

THE UTTENT4AKE
p/443E 5014

OP

nie,yr?

The Asian American Christian Fellowship will hold a general meeting at 7 p.m. today in the Student Union Costanoan
Room. For more information. contact 1)on Chin at 997-7808.
An informational smoker will be held by Tau Delta Phi at
6:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Spartan Memorial Chapel. For more
information, contact Arnold Say at 277-8396.

School Daze
Tryouts for SJSUs softball team will take place from 2:30
to 4:30 p.m this week at the South Campus softball field located at South 10th and Humboldt streets. Women interested in
10ining the intercollegiate sport are encouraged to contact the
Women’s Athletics Office at 277-3141.
Auditions for the Spartan Gymnastics Exhibition Troupe
will be held 6:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Women’s Gym. Room
218. For more information, contact Karen Masters at 2773141.

’I just don’t know about this ballroom
dancing......

Circle K. a service and leadership club, will have its
weekly meeting at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Pacheco Room. For more information, contact Kelly at 2684705.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADM T (08 0) CL ASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE’ Call 255-0724 (recording)
tort your copy, 240,. FREE
WOMEN INTERESTED IN tryouts for
Intercolleglete basketball There
Is mandatory meeting Sept 22
et 3pm In Spartan Complex 9 Cali
277-3750 tor information

HOUSEKEEPING (PT) HELP -Female
Student to clmn homes Trani.
furnished 851.,
$211, bonus
for perfect attendance 279.3394
LOOKING

FOR PART TIME work?
Togo’s at 900 N Fleet St Is hiring
tor My dim positions Please call
287-4570 or inquire within

LUNCH

SHIFT WAITRESS nestled
MINATO Jape.. emine Call

Mee at 999.9711
110-5380 WEEKLY Up, mailing circulars’ No quotas bosses Sincerely
interested rush self.eddreseed
envelope
Mffirork.COW.
PCN B1072. Crystal Lake, II 60014

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SAL
San Jose best
RUGS All guaranteed.’ 100% II
mincing. OAC Cell VW %atom.
lion at 297-8200 $200 discount on
vehicle purchase w unit, ID
IS IT TRUE you can buy Imps tor $44
thrown the US Government?
Gel the Meta today’ Call I 312.
742.1142,ext 6115
80 DODGE COLT, am frn case.
c
*unroof
Perfect int st.
new
clutch. MN Irons. grt commute
car. $18001., 262416.....
80 MONTE CARLO 56 auto loaded
well options
Good condition
$3000 bo Call 739-1150
73 CAPRI, 2600 sulornetle sir mit
maInt , greet student car $950,
9470221, Lora, Neve message
71

HONDA

600 SEDAN 40 mpg
@ NOM con,’ . grt student cw.
$1500 be, sell asap Call 942-4947

89 MUSTANG Aqua sedan. VS Cola111.540. xInt meant ideal student
ear 52950 best offer 734-9110
65 BUICK 1-400r. pa 90. sc. good
cond runs great’ $500 bo 11 926.
4664, W 748-340t

Word Pro$14 00 a disk
cessors Meg
Topes
Prompt Servic PU
001151Ny.
Creative
0,1.
&MN
(408)8666080

FOR SALE
FUTONS.’ Quality cotton products
Create your own living a sleeping
mac with our tufons. pillows
and homes Custom Futons & Eli.
lows Plus, 302 El Pomo Shopping
Center (st Sereloge 6 Campbell
Ayes). San Jom. 378-5646 10%
discount on Futon* with 1511 06
i SELL

ONLY ONE model and size
(23") of Wm. but you can own a
new I2-59ee4 for No. than S65
Mit Bicycle Salm offer. low.
cost transportation needs for the
30 day guarantee

PARTS EMT TIME RETAIL HELP’ No
tIonal
firm
preparing
for
Chrielmas

and semester
it accepted you witi
mrn $925 starting’ Port lime (201
earnings per week aqua, S185
Full (401 earnings raw week equal
1370 No xperlenc is nerOed because at our intention on the pals

All

saNe finel Call Days 942.7736,
Eves 293-4760 Ask for Joe
MOVING QUEEN (S185)
full (81451
bed (both unused) Dinette $125. 6
P0 bdrm set 8285. coffee table MI
$45. bunkbede SIRS All eInt or
better Call Greg of 292.9474

training program Good math and
reading skills are
plus
Some
evening end weekend positions
are avelloble and some flexibility
is ellowed during tine, anima in
addition. 1, you queltty, corporate
scholarships ere swerded inter
nahlps are poseible. end you may
earn 2.3,4 credits per quarter or
molester

During

your

winter.

spring. and especially summer
Croaks, full time work Is /walk..
Call today for information and an
interview or call Monday through
FrIdey between 12 noon and 4prn
1408) 275.9885 If the Ilne is busy.
please be pollent and try gein
An equal opportunity company
PART TIME
STUDENT employee
wanted tor Sadden Shope Cater
Professional

attitude

re-

Must be noel and hove good persontiely Apply in person to 1045
F Capitol E wpm

S J

RECREATION LEADERS NEEDED
After school progrern In Santa
Cl.,.. MT 3 004 30 pin 15 67 hr.
/rep
tro children required
Cell
Julie for info 984 3257
RENT EXCHNGE FOR ASSISTING
disebied student MTh demonist
care end housework Mon thru
Fri 0cm
0 10 15 am Will nein,
0011 203-0900
STUDENT UNION JOBS’ Apply now in
the Student Union DIrmlors Of Pm All lobs start at $5 per. hr
Audio-visual lechn.ian, (mint.
mnce

alialstant.

bOOkkilieping.

CierICI
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
lira
TIME We ere looking for
outspoken molds to soli hr time
good
poselon requirm
voice end Wrong detains to mak
money Call Mn. Green el 377This

3600
SAI ES-part lime Sell
to the Mercury News Guaranis./ 84 50 16 plus
commission Shiite SAM-IPM or
subscription.

horm-study courses Hundreds
IC choose from’ We II also accept
limy used courses for credit to-

TELEPHONE SALES-18.810 hr eves
wkr. lawn aeration and WO.
Illation Greet customer list.
Groan Thumb Lawn Service 249-

(800)8244222 132

$130060

HELP WANTED
FRESHMAN SOPHMORE
Type 40
WPM Willow Glen PremrIption
Phermecy Alt Ms M -W -F 3T TT 3.79rn A Sat 1 30e01 30m 13 85 hr to it.,, Will nein
Creator oppoIntnient 266-6191
GREAT PAY 4 HAS Near Campus’ Mr
$11111r , 3 nts wit SJSU Annuel
Fund Call 277.9106
HOUSECLEANING HELP WANTED.
Weekly or b10eekly for 2 I 2 hr.
52000 CN Gall .1 7070435

Orlve. Sunnyvale. Ca 94086
WAITRESS
NAGASAKI RESTAU.
RANT Specializing in Japanese
cuisine We we now ffiring for
lunch shills Contact kieliO Or Jim
at 297-0153

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING" STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished, secure and side rooms. FREE 01111.
ties Pbd housekeeping service
Reasonable ratee.shared or slw
Me available Walking dialer.* to
San Jose State Oftim 72 N 5th

Tonics is committed to ofhPIng
low coat electronic (component)
& computer information needs for
the student Call Dime 942-7736.
Eves 293-4790mM for Joe

Call Robert Ng at 1408) 2890400
loran appointment
PERMANENT

HAIR REMOVAL for
men and women Special rale wfth
’mutt’, or student 10 Private
confidential Weektheys. /reminds
Saturday Sunnyvale Flectroly

me

0556
RECREATION
THERAPEUTIC
LEADER POSITION Work with
dIseblecl children Set 6-5, Fri
3 30-4 30 1567 hr Call Patti KW
gen 984-3257
THE RESIDENCE INN CORP TM nation loading all.sulte hotel cornpony has immediate openings for
the following positions NIGHT
AUDITOR Tffis full-ffine position
otters ...lent benefits end con?
pettlive eatery 1 Tworern anti,
37-5001 wereir Previous not.1 m
defiance weaned. not necessary
CUSTOMER SIMIWCE REP Vor

mi. biographical topic Student
discounts evollable For free info,
CL O. 6003-8 Majors I. ens.

Columbia MD 21045
PVT INSTRUCTION IN KARATE Tong
Soo

NAVE To WOP-ey Ascar
8EN6 LATE I CANT
TANK DF ot4E
PRo&E.61 AEca 1-it/ING
ABCVE MY RESTAli

A

Theses,

dissertations, reports
Fight peg* minimum. ale months
tree dieli storage On-line word
processing, ask for Joys at 264.

WANTED Male. nonsmoker etudenl. to snipe 4 bdrrn
Sous.. $250
1 4 utis Good
neighborhood. pool. 15 min horn
SJSU Call 270-4016

ROOMMATE WNW

Share iv apt In
Santa Clara re 1 parson Pot bdrm
412th 8447 50 no 248-3830

Classified

1029
PAPER every time Ex.

A BELFTIFUI

wedenced prOfB/..11 word prorI
papers
Inas..
cessing
offke overflovr mailings.

PERSONAL

job wIll process

ABSOl UTEL Y,

2308

mteerl
Thanks

GIRL FROM IDAHO WE MET Tmedey
In Duncan Can we meet again?
How about Wednesday or Thursday 9 30 at fountain? Guy from
All Over

Earn
units
lit.?
unique program Call
Dept of Foreign I onguliges al
277-2576

SECRETARIAL
Student papers. resumes, business typing
needs, word processing Willow
Glen area Call ilm al 267-8234

BLOSSOM

296-2087

Tony

CALL

lINDA

FOR

PROFESSIONAL

Reports.
processing
dimes. dissortsflons. group pro.
wets, newt., Guaranteed quick
return Per page end nourly roles
evINON Airneden
Branham arm Free disk slorego

pus Cali P J at 923-2309

Prof

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in resumes. term pa.
NO tott too
pers,transcriptIon

mono typing service (408)

264-4504
EDITING WORD PROCESSING. 2669400 1/manes’s on corrmi punc
tuatIon. sentence structure and

small’ Student dimounts Neer
SJSU Temhers xeldcome’ Office
Allernethres, 2114.2974

bum

TERESA

word

group protects, remmes, manuscripts A ethem Located in North
Sen Jose, only minutes herrn cool-

through

HIlL SANTA

AREA Eml. eccurele typing and
word processing sysiliable seam
elms e week I ’mit./ plck-up
delivery 365-1012

coming Idlers WWII,/ 95,6T‘ffiffiN
work at competitive rides Expert.
*need In !heels. term papers,

TION,. Shabbat dinners. parties.
Sunday brunches. lectures. 71101
day ’’Lunch end Learn.
lermll
dancing
holiday celebrations
For information coil Hill. al 294.

LEARN LANGUAGE at your pm*
Are you an Independent worker
seeking rnmimum Twilblifty in

Trust

Coil Barbs el 926-

BECK

AC-

PROFESSIONAL
AND
ACADEMIC
word pro
word processing P J

HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA-

8311

ACCURATE.

conymlently
4370

COUNTABL E for NNW... that
tope--try
toots typing that’s
Tony 216-2067 $1 50 per mom
double spaced All work guar.

FEM. E COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
men Puce* call Brien at 298-

Exporlenced in

theme manuecrIpts, papers. re
sun,.,
professional
backup
work Reasonable rotes Located

Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 minutes Torn campus Words end
more (P6.6E923.7910
newsletters

ARNOLD K. GOOD LUCK wrestling
this mason’, Make it your belt’ I
love you lots" RW

formatting (Turablen. *PA, etc)
Former English major. highly de-

!ARSE’S WORD PROCESSING Hem

pendatM Willow Glen Arm @soy
Morton
Call
Mrs
IV locale
iMarshe) from 8AM.8PM et 766

pendeble service at AI-TOROS
RI F RATES. Tree disk storage
Pen) 247.2601 (Sento Clara) See

9448

SJSU Fail 86 Oirmlory of Classes
for ad011iomi coupori savings

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers. research papers.
the.., A disaartatiOns (Campbell

NEED

THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed feat? Let me MN’ Term papers letters. report.. theses relearns papers
test and prof..
Mom.),
FREE
grammar
a
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Fans hit high notes
at SJSU season opener
Vsts. oat page I
Members of the Alpha Po Alpha.
Inc fraternity, equipped with a keg of
beer and truck. disputed the result of the
game
"Cone, Thomas will he a deciding
factor. I dunk we base a good chance ot
winning." said Blair Holden, a student
majoring in industrial technology.
"We are going to lose within 10."
argued fraternity brother and SJSU graduate Darel Green.
A seven -point spread to be ac..Urate I he Spartans lost to the Oregon
Ducks. 21-14.
The morale was high tor the first
home game. Even Oregon tans who
strayed trom the larger Duck pond at an
adjacent kit, managed to create their own
festive picnic
In a corner, a small economy car
with Oregon license plates and an "I
hive football’’ message was decorated
with green and yellow balloons and
streamers. Among the hundreds ot Spartans, this lone faintly wore Oregon T-

shirts and carried pompons.
"We like to tailgate," said 1.ouisc
Devaney, mother of the Ducks lett linebacker Dan Devaney.
’I could have flown, but I like to
have tailgate parties.’’ quacked the Duck
booster.
Many Spartans were not as concerned with colors as they were with
spirited attire.
Iliad Rodrigum a sophomore ma airing in art, wore a "Spartan" gladiator-type hat made of beer cans and a 12’
pack box
"I can turn this in for my sculpture
class." Rodrigue, said "Most of my
projects are done with garbage because
I’m too cheap to attord
Jim Desmond, a senior finance
major, wore what he called a "duck
hunting" war helmet. The helmet was
green and guild and sported two tubes.
each leading to a cup attached to the side
ot his head.
’Whether we win or lose, we’rl.
still gonna have a good time

Energy plant added
to Rec Center plans
ENERGY, from page I
pollution would not he a problem.
Sounds created by a co-generation
unit can he controlled by certain types of
acoustic housing. said Mohammad
Qayoumi. associate executive vice president of Eacilities Development and Operations.
The Rec Center swimming pool
project is being contracted by Roctibelen
Engineering Inc. of Sacramento. the
$315.000 price tag on the co-generation
unit is higher than reported last semester.
A noise study was completed by
Paoletti and lewd; of San Francisco, the
consulting company to the Rec Center
prole, t architect, said SJSU Design and
Construction Manager Barbara Plata.
the study showed that noise levels

of the planned co-generation unit were
below the accepted maximum of 70 decibels.
l’Iuta also stressed that the main
noise created by units like the one designed fie the Rec Center comes from a
radiator But, because the excess heat
produced in the unit will be used to warm
the pool water, a radiator is not necessary.
Pinta said as the unit is installed,
"we’ll be testing and re -checking" to
make sure noise level standards are
being met .
Ihe Rix Center swimming pool, at
200 feet long by 75 feet wide, will be
one of the largest ever built in California
It will have sections for lap swimming.
recreational swimming and diving.

Street identity crisis outcome
may determine 120 trees’ fate
PASEO, from page 1
Pasco de San Antonio a street’? And if
not, what is if’
In addition hi being the center of recent controsersy . the paws, now has an
identity crisis
Gier holds that Paseo de San Antonio is not a street as defined by the municipal code, and thus the redevelopment
agency can remove the trees without restriction.
’Die municipal code defines a street
’a public right of way owned by the
City of San Jose whose primary function
is to carry vehicular traffic, and shall
also include sidewalks, park strips and
tree planting easements "
By that definition. Paseo de San
Antonio is not a street. Gier said at a
public hearing about the trees two weeks
ago
I teed by the pro-trees group to re-

consider. Gier said he would make a
final decision within two weeks.
Hut last week. (her said he has not
changed his position.
"My interpreted llll is that Paseo de
San Antoniol is not considered a street
because the code specifies vehicular trat
tic: he said.
Pasco de San Antonio fits into the
code’s description of a street because it is
a large sidewalk. said Chuck Greenfield.
an attorney tor the pro -trees group.
"In essence. Paseo de San Antonio
is a street because it is a th
glitare
used by the public as a right or
Greenfield said.
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Occupational therapy prof acclaimed
Hs Dan Kier
Daily stall writer
1.1orens, chairw ttttt
01 the
Occupational Therapy Ikpariment, received the merit award from the American (kcupational Therapy Association.
’Fhis award, given out in April, is
the highest given in the held of occupational therapy, 1.1orens said.
The gold plaque, which now
hangs in the middle of 12 other awards
on 1.1orens office wall. reads "given
for over two decades of service."
According to 1.1orens, the award
is given out for an entire career, not
lust one achievement.
This award is one of many for
1.1orens, an SJSU professor for four
years. In the past, she received Outstanding Educator of the Year Award.
the Eleanor Clarke Slagle Lecture
Award and the Outstanding Women of
America Award.

Limns said she didn’t consciously seek the award, but rather the
schools she has worked for have rec’ignited her efforts.
’I’ve been in the field for about
33 years and in that time I’ve done just
about everything,’’ Limns said. During her career, she’s been a practicing
therapist, a consultant, a researcher, a
teacher and an administrator
In more recent years. !Amens has
been chairwoman of the Research Advisory Council of the American Occupational Therapy Association.
limns said the awards she’s garnered over the years make her work
harder but have given her a feeling of
gratification.
She is respected by both students
and faculty. Jennifer Pascoe, supervisor of the occupational therapy lab.
said she’s "very iniprcsscd with 1 lorens’ ability to cooe a ith everything

that comes her way
The personal touches 1.1orens
adds create a friendly atmosphere, said
Joyce Hartwick, an occupational therapy student.
According to Hartwick, at the end
of the year !Amens places an apple in
every faculty mailbox in the department.
"She really goes out of her way
to make you feel welcome. There
hasn’t been a day that she didn’t say
hello to me." Hadwick said.
!form has not only achieved
near-perfection on personal relations
in the department, but is also very innovative in the field itself.
"I’ve been on what people call
the cutting edge of occupational therapy thinking for a number of years,"
1.1orens said.
The field of occupational Therapy
is continually changing, Lloren...ii,1

’Things that are happening one
year are obsolete two years down the
road,’’ she said ’Ailing, like this have
made occupational therapy a very contemporary field. That’s why I like it so
much. ’’
Occupational therapy changes to
meet the needs of the population. 1.10rens said.
Innovative therapists today are
developing therapy for AIDS patients
and victims of industrial accident. 1.10rens said.
Other areas of importance are spinal cord injury, mental health, head
trauma and sensory development problems, she said.
!Loren, has also developed the
occupational therapy sequential client
care record system.
The system pros ides complete information on patients tor educational
uses and is used fur data retrieval in research.

Grad student spots new comet
Campus department
dumps grading system
GRADES, from page I
pluses or minim.s and still comply,
Buerger said.
’It would Just he a larger segment of the university deciding as faculty members to choose not Ti’ use
those designations,’’ he said.
Buerger said lie was unaware tit
any other departments on campus that
have opted to not use plus or minus
designations.
A random survey of seven departments tailed to turn up others sharing

in the det.i.,tii made by the occupational therapy department.
What do occupational therapy
students think of the decision’?
Barbara Nagle, recording secretary
for the Student Occupational Therapy
Association, said there were some students upset because they were deprived
of a higher grade without the benefit of a
plus, but they were the exception.
"1 think most people arc just as
happy to not have (a plus or minus)."

A 11,, tiengl
PASADENA (API
that might outshine Halley ’s has been
discovered by a 24-year-old student, hut
it won’t be visible from the Northern
Hemisphere, astronomers said Friday.
Comet Wilson was named after
Christine Wilson, an astronomy graduate
student at the California Institute ot
’technology . She discovered the coniet
Aug. 5 using the 48-inch Schmidt telescope at Mount Palomar Observatory
northeast of San Diego.
said
’1 felt pretty excited about
Wilson, who lives in Altadena, grew up
in Toronto and has dual U.S.-Canadian
citinnship. "It was kind of a fluke for
me to find it. It’s so bright it’s funny no-

body else saw it before then.’’
Six other comets were discovered
earlier this year, but "none of those were
particularly bright" or visible to the
naked eye. Brian Marsden, director of
the Central Bureau for Astronomical
telegrams, said by telephone from Cambridge. Mass.
Caltech spokesman Dennis Meredith said comets "are discovered fairly
often, but it’s fairly, seldom they’re this
large or will approach this close to
Earth."
Comet VY’ilS4/11 "could he a nice,
bright comet" when it imps within 110
million miles of the sun next April 20 or
21.

Free checking has never
been so much fun.

Spurred by protests of the pro-trees
group. the Downtown Redevelopment
Agency has scheduled a special public
hearing tinnorrow evening at 5, in the
Bank of America building, 101 Park
Center Pliaa
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